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When I agreed to serve as chairman of the Foundation earlier this year, I did so because I am committed to the College and to President Kimmich’s vision of its future. The College cannot realize this vision without the help of the Foundation and the generous support it receives from you, our alumni and friends.

As you will see, we are moving forward. Janet Scott, executive director of the Foundation and vice-president for institutional advancement, has assembled a first-rate fundraising team.

We have updated our bylaws, addressed administrative matters, and set new policies. We received the largest single gift in our history this year—$6.5 million from the estate of Walter Cerf, who taught philosophy at the College from 1948 to 1972. Cerf’s bequest brings this year’s total gifts and new pledges to over $10 million.

These funds help Brooklyn College retain its premier position among American public liberal arts colleges. They create scholarships for tuition and expenses for students, endowed professorships and research grants for faculty, and academic initiatives for the curriculum, and they support necessary building projects and improvements.

Brooklyn College was pivotal in making many of us what we are today. It gave us the education we needed and the sense of self to go out into the world and prosper there. With your continuing generous support we can ensure that future generations of Brooklyn College graduates will receive the benefits we enjoyed.
Progressing into a New Era

For nearly fifty years, the Brooklyn College Foundation has led the effort to strengthen philanthropic support of Brooklyn College. As the College has grown and thrived, so has the generosity of its alumni and friends. Over the years, through the Foundation, donors have supported hundreds of student scholarships and faculty research projects. Donor contributions have allowed many of the College’s academic programs to grow and the College to expand and improve its facilities and services for students and the community at large.

With the appointment of Janet E. Scott as executive director of the Brooklyn College Foundation and vice-president for institutional advancement in December 2001, rebuilding the professional staff began in earnest. Over the next six months a fundraising team was assembled and strategic practices were put in place.

Brooklyn College received just over $10 million in private support, including the largest gift in the history of the College.

The Foundation has updated its by-laws, approved a gift acceptance policy, upgraded its technology, and created investment guidelines. These improvements provide a framework for efficient stewardship of gifts.

This renewed sense of vision and commitment ensures that the Brooklyn College Foundation will continue to help Brooklyn College and its community of students and faculty “To Be the Best.”

Each year the College depends more heavily on the Brooklyn College Foundation to close the widening gap between state-allocated funds and tuition revenues and the College’s financial needs. In very real terms, generous donors have enabled the College to continue to pursue its historic mission by helping students achieve the dream of a college degree. Through Foundation support, our faculty have conducted groundbreaking research and our academic departments have created innovative programs.

As we reflect on the past year, a year in which Brooklyn College received just over $10 million in private support, including the largest gift in the history of the College—$6.5 million from the estate of Professor Emeritus Walter Cerf—we find cause to look toward a bright future.

With high recommendations from the chairman of Princeton’s Philosophy Department, Cerf came to Brooklyn College in 1948. He lived alone in an art-filled apartment near the campus and, once a week, entertained students and colleagues at afternoon teas. Former students speak of him as a major influence in their lives. “His courses provided me with a dramatic model of what it is to do philosophy well,” the philosopher Robert Kraut said. Elmer Sprague, a colleague of Cerf, noted, “he had guts,” recalling his dedication and scholarship, and especially his courage in taking what were, at times, unpopular stands.

This has indeed been an eventful year for the Brooklyn College Foundation. Strong volunteer leadership has created a new momentum. Roy L. Furman, ’60, vice-chairman of Jefferies & Company, took on the challenge of chairing the Board of Trustees and recruited new members to the cadre of leaders already in place.

Walter Cerf

Walter Cerf, a scholar and respected teacher of philosophy, taught at Brooklyn College for twenty-four years. An expert on Hegel, he insisted on teaching the Existentialists even though they were out of fashion at the time. His lectures—spiced with sardonic wit and asides—were extremely popular with students.

Born in Berlin into an affluent Jewish family, Cerf was described by a colleague as possessing “the continental air of Eric von Stroheim in La Grande Illusion.” He earned his Ph.D. in philosophy from the University of Bonn in 1933, taught at the University of Palermo, and then emigrated to the United States with his family in 1936. He earned a second Ph.D. in philosophy from Princeton University.

During World War II, Cerf enlisted in the U.S. Army. For his service in the 35th Infantry Division as an intelligence officer interrogating suspected Nazis, he was awarded the Bronze Star.

With high recommendations from the chairman of Princeton’s Philosophy Department, Cerf came to Brooklyn College in 1948. He lived alone in an art-filled apartment near the campus and, once a week, entertained students and colleagues at afternoon teas. Former students speak of him as a major influence in their lives. “His courses provided me with a dramatic model of what it is to do philosophy well,” the philosopher Robert Kraut said. Elmer Sprague, a colleague of Cerf, noted, “he had guts,” recalling his dedication and scholarship, and especially his courage in taking what were, at times, unpopular stands.

After he retired in 1972, the College heard little from or about Cerf. While many remembered him, few knew about his new life and his philanthropic work in Brandon, Vermont, where he had settled, he said, because the small town reminded him of his childhood home. Walter Cerf died on October 26, 2001, at the age of 94.

His bequest will be divided equally among the Department of Art, the Department of Theater, and the Conservatory of Music.
Our Students

At Brooklyn College talented and ambitious students continue to discover the means to achieve their goals. The students who have entered Brooklyn College in recent years are among the most highly qualified ever. Applications to our Honors College have risen dramatically; last year some five hundred students vied for just sixty places. These high-achieving students are attracted to Brooklyn College because its many award-winning academic programs enable them to engage in serious scholarship.

These high-achieving students are attracted to Brooklyn College because of its many award-winning academic programs

Foremost among these is the Brooklyn College Honors Academy, which, in addition to the CUNY Honors College, embraces seven honors programs: the Scholars Program, the B.A.-M.D. Program, the Engineering Honors Program, the Mellon Minority Undergraduate Fellowship, the Dean’s List Honors Research Program, the Honors Academy Research Colloquium, and the Special Baccalaureate Degree Program for Adults. More than four hundred students, whose average combined SAT scores exceed 1300, study in the Brooklyn College Honors Academy.

Presidential Scholarship Program

Jonathan Feig has always had a passion for science. While attending Midwood High School, he conducted research on the effect of ozone on bacterial flora that earned him first-place awards at the St. John’s University Science Symposium, the Otto P. Burgdorf Research Competition, and the New York City Science and Technology Expo.

Although Jonathan was accepted by several prestigious colleges in the New York area, he chose to come to Brooklyn College because of the Foundation’s Presidential Scholarship Program, which provided him with full tuition. The importance of his research on congenital heart blocks in infants was recognized by renewed awards from the Foundation that have allowed him to grow professionally by participating in scientific conferences and symposiums.

Jonathan, a member of Phi Beta Kappa and the Golden Key International Honour Society, graduated summa cum laude this spring with a B.A. in chemistry.

“Without the kind of support I received from the Brooklyn College Foundation, I know I would not be as well prepared to pursue research on the graduate level,” Jonathan said. This fall, he entered New York University Medical School.

Building Excellence, Offering Access

The reputation of Brooklyn College rests upon the firm foundation of its faculty and its graduates’ achievements. For nearly seventy-two years, the College has provided men and women who were often new to our country or the first in their families to pursue a college degree with the knowledge and skills to construct a rich life and productive career.

Today’s Brooklyn College Students . . .

• Enrollment, fall 2001: 15,137.
• 9.3 percent Asian; 27.7 percent black; 10.8 percent Hispanic; 0.1 percent Native American; 47.0 percent white; and 5.1 percent nonresident aliens.

• Academic Average: Upper Quartile 91.8 percentile, Math Mean 86 percentile, English Mean 87 percentile.

• Applicant SAT scores: Upper Quartile 1230; Lower Quartile 1030

• Most popular majors: business, computer and information science, education, psychology, film, television and radio
At the beginning of the 2001-2002 academic year, the College added nineteen new faculty members, among them two Pulitzer Prize winners—the novelist Michael Cunningham and the journalist Paul Moses. They were joined by Philip Napoli, History, who worked with Tom Brokaw on the best-selling *The Greatest Generation Speaks: Letters and Last year the Brooklyn College Foundation contributed over $1.7 million for faculty research and support. These funds enable the College to recognize and retain talented faculty by offering named professorships, awards, and stipends for sabbaticals and research travel.

“Funding received from the Brooklyn College Foundation supports the professional development of our faculty as both scholars and teachers,” said Provost Roberta Matthews. “This synergy of teaching and scholarship energizes the intellectual life of the campus and helps the College to serve as an important resource for the borough.” Among the most prominent incentives are the Broeklundian Professorships. Awarded for a period of five years, the professorships recognize both past and prospective achievement. Recent Broeklundian professors include Edwin G. Burrows, History, who won a 1999 Pulitzer Prize for *Gotham: A History of New York City to 1898* (Oxford University Press, 1998); Samuel Leiter, Theater, renowned authority on kabuki theater; and Bonnie Anderson, History, leader in feminist history.

Michael Cunningham

For his novel *The Hours*, Michael Cunningham won both the 1999 Pulitzer Prize and the PEN/Faulkner Award. A native of Pasadena, California, Cunningham received his bachelor’s degree in English from Stanford University and his master’s degree in fine arts from the University of Iowa. His first novel, *A Home at the End of the World* (1990), was critically acclaimed; a second novel, *Flesh and Blood*, followed in 1995. Cunningham’s short stories and essays have appeared in the *Atlantic Monthly*, *Esquire*, the *Paris Review*, the *New Yorker*, and *Vogue*. A distinguished professor of English, he teaches fiction in the M.F.A. program in creative writing.
The impact of America’s flourishing Latino population on business as both consumers and contributors to the corporate world has increased dramatically in recent decades. With this in mind, the Department of Puerto Rican and Latino Studies and the Department of Economics are collaborating on a unique interdisciplinary degree program. Students who are planning entrepreneurial or other business careers are immersed in study of various aspects of the Hispanic experience; the historical and contemporary connections between Latinos and their countries of origin; and management, marketing, and United States and international business practices.

Internships, many of which are sponsored by alumni, are an integral component of the program. In support of classroom learning, internships allow students to build impressive résumés while obtaining first-hand experience within the corporate community.

Because of programs such as this, Brooklyn College received a prestigious 2001 Educators of Distinction Award from Saludos Hispanos in recognition of its commitment to higher education success for Hispanic students.

Puerto Rican and Latino Studies and Business

The Evolving Campus

One measure of an outstanding urban public college is a well-maintained, fully equipped campus that supports an academic environment in which students and faculty members may learn, teach, and conduct research for today’s competitive marketplace. Under the leadership of President Christoph M. Kimmich, Brooklyn College has entered a period of vigorous renewal that will preserve the value of our campus and assure a collegiate environment equal to the College’s distinguished reputation.

Completed this fall, the new Brooklyn College Library sets a new standard for future construction projects. The library is the largest and most technologically advanced academic research facility within the CUNY system. Designed by the noted architectural firm Shepley Bulfinch Richardson and Abbott, in collaboration with Buttrick White & Burtis, the new library artfully integrates a classic interior and façade with futuristic technology that will meet the needs of the college community for years to come.

Work on the West Quad project will begin in 2003. This new facility will permit the College to gather all student services—from registration to academic counseling—under one roof and will greatly advance the College’s goal of creating a student-friendly campus. The West Quad will also house state-of-the-art recreational facilities that will strengthen the College’s Physical Education and Exercise Science Department and be made available to the community as well. The construction of the West Quad project will be funded in part by the State of New York.

General renovations to the physical plant continue to take place with assistance from the Brooklyn College Foundation. These include:

- Repainting and refurbishing classrooms and offices;
- Replacing classroom chalkboards;
- Renovating the television studios;
- Rehabilitating elevators throughout the campus.

Technological advances to update the campus include:

- Installation of miles of fiber optic cable, creating a super-high-speed communications link campuswide and to the Internet;
- Construction of computer workstations throughout the campus;
- Development of new computer labs in individual departments.

Academic Initiatives

Brooklyn College has won national recognition for the quality and range of its academic programs and continues to expand and improve all areas of study—the humanities, the natural and social sciences, education, business, and the fine and performing arts.

In the last two years, the College has sponsored such academic initiatives and experimental offerings as courses in e-commerce and Web-site management. The Brooklyn College Foundation supports these and other college programs by providing funding for visiting professors, conferences and lecture series, and internship programs.

The Library contains:

- 6.5 acres of interior floor space
- 21.5 miles of shelving
- 2,317-person seating capacity
- 791 public workstations, with data taps for users’ notebook computers; the Foundation has provided 500 of these workstations with PC computers.
- 145-seat auditorium fully equipped for digital and video presentations
Perpetuating Excellence

From the moment it was established in 1930 as the first public coeducational liberal arts college in the City of New York, Brooklyn College has stood for hard work and excellence in pursuit of all the possibilities that the New World could offer. Commencement 2002 brought immeasurable pride to a city and a borough that had recently lost so much. Among the 1,530 baccalaureate and 936 graduate degree recipients who celebrated a new beginning was Martine Jean, an Africana studies and history major who earned a 3.71 overall GPA, was a member of the Scholars Program and the Ford Colloquium, and has received an Andrew W. Mellon Minority Fellowship. This fall she will enter Yale University on a full scholarship to pursue a doctorate in modern Latin American history.

The success of every student contributes to the enduring role that Brooklyn College plays within the community and in the city at large. As the graduates of 2002 take their place among a distinguished body of alumni, they will continue to strengthen the College’s reputation as one of the great public institutions of higher education in America.